TRIAL SUMMARY

SX  91/401 N

TITLE:  A Trial of Anpel

OFFICER I/C:  L. M. Hanlon

LOCATION:  LARDOON RIVER

REGION/DISTRICT:  NOISAN / KOOTENAY LAKE

OBJECTIVE:


PROGRESS:  ABANDONED - S. U. P. for
Peastide use was not issued or a full
report was required and permit would
not have been issued in time.

NEXT SCHEDULED ASSESSMENT/TREATMENT:  NONE

REPORT DISTRIBUTION:


From: DBEINDER--MFOR01
To: PRREHSLE--MFOR01 Paul Rehsler
Date and time  11/24/92 13:32:0

Subject: Sx 91401 N (Ani-Pel Repellent)
FYI! Another SX trial bites the dust.

Regards,
DENNIS BEINDER
SPECIAL PROJECTS TECHNICIAN
NELSON FOREST REGION

*** Forwarding note from RAMAZZOC--MFOR01  11/24/92 11:58 ***
To: DBEINDER--MFOR01 Dennis Beinder

From: Rick Mazzocchi
SUBJECT: Sx 91401 N (Ani-Pel Repellent)

This trial has been abandoned because the required pesticide permit was
considered infeasible to pursue.

Regards,
RICK MAZZOCCHI, DISTRICT SILVICULTURIST
KOOTENAY LAKE DISTRICT, PH. 825-1100